
If there is something you want to do with 
your life, you should probably do it. 

 
Realise that the people you think you're going

to disappoint will not be or maybe their
disappointment is a price worth paying.

 

Ideas for action
Stick with projects to make better progress 
Identify 1 major goal to complete in each area of
your work, up to a maximum of 5. 
Resist the urge to multi-task major goals. 

EPISODE 238

Redefining our relationship with time

Coach Yourself Questions
Four thousand weeks
Exploration of our relationship
with time from journalist and
author Oliver Burkeman

Recommended resources

We live in a world of infinite inputs but
we are finite individuals. 

Our relationship with time can often feel like
a game of tug of war. Something has got to
give and tough choices have to be made for
us to use our time more efficiently.

Squiggly Careers PodSheet
Time and how to use it

What are the 5 most important tasks on your to-do list?

How to get practical with your
productivity
Squiggly Careers Podcast #176

The Psychology of Time
Psychologist Philip Zimbardo on
recalibrating our outlook on time
to improve our lives

What does 'time well spent' mean to you?

Best piece of career advice

Consider how you could evolve 
your relationship with time:

Oliver Burkeman

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE What can I do to better maximise my time? 

What productivity problems have I had? 

How do I spend my time today?

Limit your work-in-progress 
Create an open and closed to-do lists. Open lists
have unlimited entries. Closed lists have a
maximum of 5 to focus attention.
Only move tasks into your closed to-do list when        
 a slot is free.

"Kondo" your To-Do List

Letting go is even more
important than adding.

Marie Kondo

https://play.acast.com/s/amazingif/-204howtobuildapersonalboardforyourcareer
https://play.acast.com/s/amazingif/-204howtobuildapersonalboardforyourcareer
https://www.ted.com/talks/philip_zimbardo_the_psychology_of_time
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Four-Thousand-Weeks-Time-How/dp/B09233TW54/ref=sr_1_1?crid=27U7O4R3O6CVC&dchild=1&keywords=oliver+burkeman+four+thousand+weeks+time+management+for+mortals&qid=1632906365&qsid=262-8885183-1140760&sprefix=time+oliver+bur%2Caps%2C160&sr=8-1&sres=1847924018%2CB09DGQ4Y5R%2CB09CQH98HM%2CB09G3HXDWS%2C1784709662%2C1784709654%2CB008HFQTVE%2CB004YDLXEG&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://play.acast.com/s/82cdef27-a3c7-4751-94fd-f9c01d2a7f60/4a7474e0-3ee5-4790-989e-03de7cc7c39e
https://shows.acast.com/amazingif/episodes/ask-the-expert-time-with-oliver-burkeman
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Four-Thousand-Weeks-Time-How/dp/B09233TW54/ref=sr_1_1?crid=27U7O4R3O6CVC&dchild=1&keywords=oliver+burkeman+four+thousand+weeks+time+management+for+mortals&qid=1632906365&qsid=262-8885183-1140760&sprefix=time+oliver+bur%2Caps%2C160&sr=8-1&sres=1847924018%2CB09DGQ4Y5R%2CB09CQH98HM%2CB09G3HXDWS%2C1784709662%2C1784709654%2CB008HFQTVE%2CB004YDLXEG&srpt=ABIS_BOOK
https://play.acast.com/s/82cdef27-a3c7-4751-94fd-f9c01d2a7f60/4a7474e0-3ee5-4790-989e-03de7cc7c39e
https://www.ted.com/talks/philip_zimbardo_the_psychology_of_time
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